When you purchase a shelter from Protection Shelters LLC there are no surprises, no hidden fees. Many of your larger home improvement stores have begun offering tornado shelters but when you look at the fine print you see along with separate “installation fees” there is a notation that “additional fees may apply”.

At Protection Shelters LLC, we give you a one page contract which spells out exactly what the TOTAL COST is going to be—there are NEVER any “additional” fees or charges added later. We require a $1,000.00 deposit and then you pay the balance when we install—and that amount is exactly what is on your contract.

You can count on your shelter being delivered and installed by our professional, courteous, certified installers in a timely manner with no mess or clean up left for you after installation.

Locally owned and operated in Kansas since 1997 Protection Shelters LLC considers it an honor and privilege to provide tornado safety to your family and loved ones. We want you to know that your trust in us is not taken lightly as we are well aware that you are counting on us to provide live saving structures.